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From the author of The Merlin Prophecy, a trilogy that Kirkus Reviews proclaimed, will â€œappeal to

those who thrill to Game of Thrones,â€• the first installment in the action-packed trilogy of battles,

romance, and bravery during the Dark Ages is the tale of the boy destined to become King Arthur.

The Dark Ages: a time of chaos and bloodshed. The Roman legions have long deserted the isles

and the despotic Uther Pendragon, High King of Celtic Britain, is nearing death. As the tyrant falters,

his kingdom is being torn apart by the minor kings who jostle for his throne. But only one man can

bring the Celts together as a nation and restore peace â€“ King Arthur. We meet Arthur first as a

shy, subservient twelve-year-old living in the home of Lord Ector, who took in the boy when he was

a babe to protect him from murderous kin. One day, three influential men arrive at Ectorâ€™s villa

and arrange for Arthur to be taught the skills of the warrior: blade and shield, horse and fire, pain

and bravery. When they return years later, the country is in desperate straits, for the great cities of

the east are falling to the menace of the Saxon hordes.  In spite of Uther, Arthur becomes a war

chieftain and wins many battles to earn him the trust of his Celtic warriors and prove that he alone

can unite the tribes. But if he is to fulfill his destiny and become the High King, Arthur must find

Utherâ€™s crown and sword. The future of Britain is at stake.
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As usual, this book arrived at my doorstep free of charge. Unusually, I can't determine with any

specificity exactly why it did so. If I had to guess I'd say it was the Atria program via Simon and

Schuster. Despite that kind and mysterious consideration, my candid and baldfaced opinions

appear below.In a nutshell, this is the retelling of the King Author myth spanning from Author's birth

through his rise to the kingship. As Authurian legends go, this one tends towards the strictly realistic

and pulls no punches about the state of the world at the time.On the positive side, Hume's writing is

beyond reproach. I found myself constantly entertained at her use of appropriate and timely

language which pulled me to my dictionary repeatedly and with unbridled glee. This is a book that

educates while it entertains. Anything she chooses to write in the future will have my utmost

attention. Here is a tale that is woven with intricacy and detail that is unrivaled.On the negative side,

and this is a negative side that is rather implied by my perceptions of the tastes of other readers,

this is not a book that speeds along with any great rapidity. The book goes on for almost 500 pages

and while I was entranced by the intricacies, I can imagine other readers finding themselves in the

arms of a rather intransigent ennui. The book does move slowly but the arc that it traces is an epic

one.In summary, this is a book to approach in an unhurried and open-minded manner. It has much

to teach you, not the least of which is vocabulary. It's not a book for a single solitary rainy afternoon

but instead one to be taken a few chapters at a time over the course of a week. It is a book to be

pondered over and digested slowly.
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